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3X log&02 =0.20K in the direction of the ordinate axis, as compared
to those for protons. The shift determined from the figure has a
value of about 0.44, which thus confirms the expected E2 character
of the excitation. The small di6'erence from the theoretical value
0.40 may well be due to the experimental uncertainties.

Since the function f2(p} is known, 4 one can also compare the
experimental P-dependence with the theory. The theoretical
curves shown in Fig. 2 have been normalized at the experimental
point corresponding to 1.75-Mev protons. The measurements are
seen to confirm the theoretical calculations of the excitation
function. The experimental accuracy is not quite sufficient to test
to what extent the bombarding energy should be corrected for
the energy loss in the excitation process. The comparison provides,
nevertheless, still a relatively critical test on the evaluation of g,
and can therefore be considered as a check on the value used for
ZgAE. This can be an aid in cases where the assignment of a
particular peak is not clear.

The kind of particle one should use in a given case in order to
get the highest absolute yield is determined by the bombarding
energy available. This is illustrated by Fig. 3, where the E2
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FrG. 3. Ratio of theoretical values for P2 excitation cross sections for
deuterons and 0. particles, to those for protons accelerated with the same
high voltage, plotted as a function of )H =Zygo, B/(13U&), where b,Z is the
excitation energy in Mev and U the voltage in Mv. 4(prp/crH) gives the curve
for a particles accelerated as He++ ions. The marks give the $a values for
the first (I) and second (II) excited state corresponding to U=2 Mv.

excitation cross sections calculated by means of Eqs. (1) and (2)
are compared for the various particles. The use of protons is
evidently advantageous for the higher excitation energies. For
lower excitation energies the heavier projectiles are the most

suitable, and in particular so, because the background radiation
found in this region is much smaller for slow particles. This is
demonstrated by the appearance of the X lines shown in Fig. 1.
In the spectrum obtained with protonsv these lines were concealed

by the background of stopping electrons, which was an order of
magnitude larger than in the case of deuterons.

Similar considerations apply to the p-ray experiments, ' ' which
are preferable when the conversion coefficients are small. In
using Fig. 3, however, it should be remembered that thick-target
measurements give relatively larger yields for protons because
of their longer range.

The processes responsible for the background radiation from
the target atoms are discussed in the following Letter.

~ We are grateful to A. Bohr and B. Mottelson for bringing this point to
our attention.
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HEN one bombards elements with protons or heavier ions
of such a low energy that they cannot penetrate into the

nucleus, then nuclear reactions are confined to Coulomb excitation.
In addition one observes other inelastic events, which are due to
the ejection of atomic electrons and to bremsstrahlung in the
Coulomb field of the nucleus. In the present note we discuss some
measurements on these latter radiations, which provide the most
important background in Coulomb excitation experiments.

The cross section for the ejection of X electrons from atoms
bombarded with heavy charged particles has been calculated by
Henneberg. ' He used plane waves to represent the bombarding
particles and nonrelativistic wave functions for the electrons. In
this approximation the differential cross section per atom (i.e., per
two E electrons) for ejection of a E electron with an energy Ep, is
given by

dox~1.4X10 PZPe4(E&/Ai)4E—rrP(E&yEp) sodEp,

Err&)Ep or Es&)Ep, (1)

where Z&e is the charge, A j the mass number, and Ej the energy
of the bombarding particle. The expression is valid if the binding
energy Ez is large compared to the maximum energy E0 which an
electron can obtain in a free collision with the bombarding particle.
By integrating (1) over Ep, one can in this case easily obtain the
total cross section for ionization of the E' shell. However, regardless
of the magnitude of Ex, Eq. (1) should hold for the higher
energies in the spectra, i.e., for Eg&EO.

In this region the yields of electrons found experimentally by
bombardment with protons, deuterons, and n particles2 correspond
to cross sections of the order'

do ~10 "ZPe4(Ej/A &)4Zp4Ep rdEps& (2)

for E~~1 to 2 Mev, Etj—40 to 100 kev, and Z2 —50 to 80. Z2 is
the atomic number of the target material. The electrons were
measured in a broad angular region around 90', and anisotropy
has been disregarded in the evaluation of the total 4m cross section
(2). Thick target yields can be estimated from (2) by assuming
that the electrons are produced in an eRective layer of thickness
t, where t~2)(10 'EP mg/cm for Eg in kev.

The form of (2) is similar to (1), but the magnitude is much
larger. For the heavier elements already the number of electrons
in the investigated part of the spectrum is larger than the total
number of the ejected J electrons as deduced from x-ray measure-
ments. 4' The observed electrons are therefore probably mainly
L electrons. For this high-energy region of the spectrum, relativ-
istic effects are important; theoretical estimates indicate that a
relativistic treatment may yield cross sections in closer agreement
with (2).
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